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ABSTRACT
A method- of individual clasSroom research is prOposed

and demonstrated this' paper. Its pprpose was to show that,by
capitalizing on ba eline data collected froi a similar prior class
and, focusihg treatm nt on difficult kest items the' instructor 'Can
devej.op sensitive w ihin-Class designs for the deteCtim of treatment
effects. An experim nt using written objectives gi v,en. to students to
'aid:their learning and using the single classroom deSign shows that
O objectives significantly improve learning. The experiment was
condpcted with 54 students in- at introauctory psychology. claSs at
University of Washington. Students were given lecture objectives but
to objectives for the reading assignments for the "Ffi'St four week
period. During the second four week period a reversal jwas made and
objectives Were given, with the reading,. assignments but n4t, with the

o lectures. Student' performance. was measured with multiple-choice test,
question S: In addition to imprbving learning, the experiment showed
thatwritten --61rject-ives- interact with item difficulty. These' results
lead' to the recommendation that: instructors engage in personal
inquiry into their .efforts to influence student 'learning and that.
such inquiry be added to the educational research Aite'
(Author/B) .
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Personal Inquiry in the ClassroOmt

An Alternative Approach to Educational Research

Edwin R. Anderson

Abstract

A method'of individual instructor classroom research is p6posed
and demonstrated in this paper.' By capitalizing on'baseline data
collected from a similar priortlass and focussing treatment upon
difficult test items, the instructor candevelop sensitive within
class designs for the detectionof treatment effects. An experiment
using written objectives givea is the students to aid their learning
and using the single classroom design shows that objectives significantly
improve learning. Written objectives are also,showa to interact with
item difficulty. The experiment leads to the 'recommendation that in-
structors4engsge in personal. inquiry into their effortecto influence

,student learning end that such inquiry:be added to the educational.
.research literature.
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Personal,Inquiryjim the Classroom: Au Alternative Approach to

Educational ReSearch .

Inferential statistics has bien'developedbto solve, IweqUantitative

manner, the problems inherent in generalizing from a-speCific sample to an

abatract population. Even with the cautions provided by inferential

statistics, a common errorimide in their use is overgeneralization. This error

suggests that we bold the goal or value-Of explaining the world in general too
.

dearly and consequentlyiAas our thinking in the direction of too much istrac-'

tion. In.eduCational.research teams thistranslatesinto trying. to find

instructional methods appropriate in all:classrooms for all instructors.

Perhaps this dream is too grandiose. The individual teacher is primarily con'-
. . . :

cerned with his class, his students, and his ability to inflUence those students

in ways he fudges to be favorable... The teacher IS engaged in.the.exercise of

personal influence and needs'a method of inquiry that will allow him,to assess

the outcome of his particular influence attempt-0. The only'generalization he

needs, to becOnceined with is that of transferriig his impa to a pew group,
0 '

of students. .

'0
Educational research needs Co move -to the individualstrector s clays-

room rapid progress on'theories,of instruction ikto be made, possible. There

are e-tyo reasons for such a move. °(a) ,,Tide cost` of deingreSearch with many -..

clessrooms,eeveral teachera,. and large numbers of students is too great; we

will'never have a large number of-such studied. This.approach to research is
. ,

surely needed; but because of its limits, effort and oppormmnity, cannot be the,

major source ofeducational.data. The short laboratory experiment on the

other hand should not serve as the..major data base fot instructional theory

because of the possible distortions introduced into the-4ata due to the small

size and simplicity of the laboratory situation. For example, a subject asked

to learn short passages of prose in a one hour period followed ?ly immediate

testing may not engage in the same behaviors he would use in reading a texthook

over,a period of,severalweeks. While the laboratory can certainly suggest

potentially relevantvariables_to the'individual instructor, the expectation of

generalization to the classroom, while pOsitive, must remain low until extensive

citeeroom tests haVe been made: However, theindividual classroom has the right

size,and complexity. from the viewioint of the learning process.andis the right'

size fria the viewpoint of convenience in the research effort.
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If the individual instructor is to be the 0

iprovided.. The stability o

incipal researcher, he needs

rms l1,a sharper set of research methods thanis nof
item difficulties, from quarter to quarter and class to class opens the possi-

. . .,
bility of improved researeNtechniques,(Anderson, 1975). In'the Anderson

'study, item difficulty is defined as the proportiori of students choosing the

correct response to m test item.. Item difficulties were calculated foi

identidal'eXamlnations given to students in:several-sections of a Fortran

programming clase and these item difficulties were then correlated on an item

by item basis.. The average intercorrelation,o(Jive classes in the autumn

of 1974 was :73 and the average intercorrelatiosr of eight-classes in, the wAter,.
,

of 1975 was .71... These high correlations were found in spite of considerable,

variation in the sections', e.g., different instructors, different'practice

problels, differedt lectures, etc: These findings indicate that material

easirrlearned'hy one clais will be easily learned Wanother claps anethar.

difficult material in one class will prove diff/cult in a second class. Be

cause of the commonality demonstrated by the high correlations between classes,

We would expect data-from'one quartei to be useful as a reliable baseline for

datagethered in,subeequent quattera. The high correlations encourage the,
subtractiOn'ofhaseline item difficulties frolvitem difficulties obtained

during the treatment quarter'in order to arrive at a change score which more
. ,

sensitively reflects the effect. of the treatment., )

The effect of changing claws Idifferentsubjects) can be ruled, out by
. 0

applying the'treatment to part of the to-be-learneemstegial.. This step.

allows a within class comparison of the change-from baseline for untreated.
d 'a

5' .

and treated item difficulties. '
,

. . .

One final touch is needed because the item,difficulties for a test given-
-.

ina live classroom tend to form a skewl distribution with the peak above the

'mean difficulty., Items which baseline at, high difficulty values (easy items)

do not have much room for change,i.e.there may bea.ceiling effect on the

majority of the test items. The groupof items selected for treatment should

thus-consist of one-half of the items having aw difficulties in the baseline

,periOd. Treatment is confined to one-half of the difficult items because the

remaining difficult items are needed as a control fOr regression effects.

Baselining item difficulties, within alas design, and focus of treatmt

analysiwon difficult items should all contribute to the sensitivity of the
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plea:3room design at-a research tool. (ThesedeOign features strongly resemble

the research methods developed by the behavior modifiers, Bandura, 1969,land

their'work shOuld provide many useful, cues to the classroom instructor engaged

in inquiry into hip personal effectiveness.)

, The remainder of this paper illustrates the classroom design features

just mentioned in connection with a specific treatment. Duchastel and Merrill:

(1973) reviewed several - classroom and laboratory studies which assessed the

effectiveness Of written objectives in improving student perforMance. .Approx

imately 45% of these studies showed objectives tobe_beneficial: Howeyer,

many)of the. comparisons made in ti*Classroom were poorly controlled, i.e.,

different classes*ere used for control and treatment,Atem difficulties were

not used and there was no focus on difficult items. The purpose-of this study

is thus two'foldi (a) to provide a demonstration GT an individual classroom

research methodblogi and (b) to determine:whether.pr not presentinkstudents

with written objectives, will favorably influence their learning.

Methods
. ,

Subjects, Baseline item difficultiet'werecollected from 64 Introductory

PsychologTstudents at Shoieline Community College-in Seattle, Washington..
,

There were twO separate but similar sections of the introductory class; each

Rection was iiven'the same tests and.the data from the two sections was pooled

for scoringiThe experiment proper was conducted with 54 students in-an evening.,
I_

at the University of Wathingpn.

Course Materials. The reading assignmentt for both courses were taken

fqm Beacb, Psychology: Core Concepts and Special To ics 1973, and from a

book of readings provided with,the test (Sjursen & Bea Readings iii Psychology:

Core Concepts and Special Topics, 1973)., The page numbers of the reading assign- b,
inputs were given to the students at least two weeks prior to the testing. dates.

Tbe test of the content of the course was presented via lectures. An effort

was made to prevent overlap in the content of the readings and lectures and

the author estimates.that the effort was 85% successful. '

Research design. During'thefirst four weeks of the experimental quarter

(U of W), the students were given, at the beginning of each lecture, a mimeo-
.

graphed sheet wOich'had statements of the major points of the leqture written

as objectives. For e. ample,
°.e



-Each student will - recognize an ,unobitutive,' measure as
ameagutement which does not alker-real\world events: uring
its use in measuring.

t

Given, a new experiment testing Barker's ecological .

o theory and .it116 knowledge that the experiment confirmed the
theory, eac student will recognize the outcome of the

z. experiment.

The students were given 63 such objectives'during the four week Period. No

objectives were provided for'the reading assignments during this period. In

,the second four weeks of. the quarter a reversal occurred; 50 objectives Were

given with the reading assignments and no objectives ere given with lectures.

There was no experimentation or data-analysis during t e lasttwo weeks og the

quarter,orduring the week of final examinations. The objectives were,writteu

after the text and lectures were written and so they se ed primarily to make

licit the goals.for'learning implicitly embodied in he written imatexial.

Student-performance was measured with multiple cho ce test questions:
X--

e questions which corresponded to the example ol)jectiv s are as followa:

A. museum dikectOi measures the we r and:tear on the
floor tiles in front'of pictUres to a pess their popUlarity.

This is an example

an unobtrusive measure.
B. operator generated data.
C. a disriminatiite stimuli:

D. an experimental manipulation..

fi

Wicker
manning and
member) and
both in the
had members
agreed with
ing is true

The reepon

into an it

the item di

tested Barker's conclusioni'concernin
overmanning of behavior settings in
large (1559 membeWchurches. The ch
same largelarge were the same'denbm
from the same socioeconomic class.
Barker's population studies. Which
of Wicker's findings? .,

A. The:large, chOph offered a greater varie
behavior setting.

B. The members og the smal churCh particip
greater varieWa-beha or settings.

C, Small church members donated tare money
D. All of the above,.

es of the experimental,E00ersity of Washingto

difficulty'(proportion of students respondin

ficulty for. the Shoreline stiidents'was-subtra

the under-
all (338
ches.were
tion, and
findings

the follow-

ted in a

er year.
1

students were tpritect

correctly) from which

ted. The resulting
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change scores were separated on two diblensions, (a) presence or absence of

' objectives and (b) high (above 60%) or low (below 59%) item difficulty, and
.4

',analyzed with analysis of variance techniques. The high or low diffitulty

split was done using the baseline difficulties collected at Shoreline

Community College.

0 I Results

.1.There were 37 test items in common between the Shoreline abd University

of Washington classes during the first four week period,' 22 of those related
.

to the text and 15 related to the lectures. The
.

22 items related do the text
%

had a Pearson produCt.moment correlation of .83 between`the two classes whereas

',the 15 items related-to the lectures (Objectives preseis)"correlated .52. goi

the second four week period,'there were 40 common,itema, 22 related to the
. ...

textlobjectives present) and 18 to tie lectures. In this period the. ecture
r

question.item difficulties, correlated .79 and the text question item diffi-
.

culties correlated .52. Note that where no changes. were introduced to the

'course content the correlation of the thoreline baseline:difficulties with the

University of Washington difficulties is high (.83 and ,79) whereas change."ef-

forteflowered 'the Correlation obtained (.52 and .52)., Considerable,commonality
.

exisss in the performanceof here two clasdes.
.

-Moreto the point are the results of a two X two unweighted means analysis
,

of variance (Myers, 1972, p. 116) performed on the difference scores. Recall

that each difference score was obtained by subtracting theitem difficulty of
.

0

the 1_
th

item from the Shoreline class from,the item difficulty of'i
th

item at

the University of Washington.. Table 1 shows the mean change scores for each

cell while table 2 reports the analysis of variance data.crThe presence of
,

objectives significantly improved student performance,
.

the change scores are

clearly larger with more difficult items, and the significant objectives X

difficulty interaction shows that 'he objettives had their biggest impact on

the difficilt items. These effect are discoverable with the design-used eves'

though the University of Washington students performed in general at a higher

level.

(C.C(
. icy



Objectives .

'present

O

Table 1

Chinge Score Means

',-

Proportion Correct at Shoreline

.60 - 1.00

No Zlbjectives

a

O

.12

N = 26

N,is the number, of test question ihange scores

included in the-cell.



Table 2'

Analysis of Variance Data

SV SSA

Objectives. .009
%

.009. 11.39
*

Difficulty . 1 ' .021 26: 58*

Obi x Diff 1 . :.0056 .0056- 7.99

S/Obj X Diff(Adj) 78, 4578 O079
o

*
p < 01

It*
p < ..001

DiSCustion

The methods cf.experimental analysis %feed:, this study showed thellxresende

Of objectives to Make. a'leignificant difference in:the perfor4licloeintrOdUciory

psychologY students It is intere

sensitivity Of,the analysis performed these..4

An independent t'test comparing the item dif

with the item difficulties of he items with

difference between the two, type of items (

analysis allowed by using ba!eli edsta frog

if we to asseeS theeffectof single trjeatmentpvariables ,in complex class-

room situations.
.

The interaction of item difficulty_ with the written-objectives treatment;;

points to a cOmmonweakness'in the design of ClassrOom'expetiments. ate need to
-r

focus our lysis on the more sensitive test items if we are:oto detect the full

effect oto rtrea.6ent..-COiling,effectdOork against the detection of differ-

ences betwen the treatment and'a control; condition and lead us to conclude,

ting;to node "that without the

fferenCeswould not have been found.
.

iculties of items with objectives

ut objectives showed no significant

75
p ...f6; The finer

.preVious classes is clearly needed

---1

a

that our treatment is not effective fact it may befquite effective.

This interaction clearly points to the need for instructional improvement.

efforts which foci's on selected: segments of course content,' and so we are led

.to thi same focus on difficult material /in the classroom thatpairedr.associate



researchers (Atkinson,. .1972; Atkinson & Paulios,- 1972) have usedin laboratory.
&, _

astudies;

;There. are limitations to this type,df,etudy. Will the results generalize?

It is possible that the author haa.a talent for writing objectiveS'Which other

instructoes do not,sharei but that does,nOt seem likely: The objectives are

A nothing more than.a,statement:of the key conceptS the studeata.are to - learn.
°

perhaps the effect 44 objectives discovered hereAS'Oattly due to:the nature

of introductory psychology or the.multiple choice testing format. .Until this

_experiment _is conducted in other classroons,ewith different content and

different testing meihods,.the,queation,-"Will the results generalize?",,,Cannot

be r oronsly answered. Certainly the resulti of. this one experiment 4Ouid

4 lead td the positive. expectation that Ot;jeCtiveS (or any othetariablaproduc-
.

A

r ..' .
ing positive results in the classroom), will make,a.difference elsewhere. A

second problem concerns the inab .ly-of the single classroon,design to introduce.
9 /

.variabiIity:on dimensions which thay be teievant 61i:student pe rmance. For
.

example, the in ividpal instr Otor would normally be0e#n..as having:asingl) ep

urivariableconst liation of'petSOnality traits. Research with variables like.
. 1

personality will ve to-involvemore than one instructot,
.

. All activities engaged in by humans are at some funcramental level likmonal.t.
._ f,

The 'individual instructor teacheslis.students,chis course and thii personal

environment is where the instructor must strive to improve his ability to teach.

If he wintd,.to be systeMatic about such improvement effotts, he needs research
..- t

designs which allow personal inquiry. 41eneralizatioll to Other instruCtoits: .

classes, while it may occur; iS

l
t the issue. In making the indi4idtial'class-

eroom the location of emphIsis in :edPcational research effort, we are

focussing on the one' place where redearch ca'n find :a vigorous home. The ,number /

of opportunities for'such research is large and the effort needed'is often no
,

more than the effott teachers normally expend to impiove'their-courses: Eventually-

enough singiecase'experiments such as the experiment reperielhere will accumulate

so that generalizations may appear. Even'if the research Atcomes prove situa- ,

tion specific, the methods used to discover 91e particular results will.gerieralize.

The instructor. need only adapt therresearch methods to his personal inquiry.

n.

0

Al 1

I
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